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Egyptian Arabic transcript: 

 
���- أ:(:.-ا 89(ر 6(3- '.5%4 123 ,+ *(س '&%$م 0/(*.- ,+ *(س '&%$م ": ا �)< =3 ،-?@ . A )' +BC ا$D�' اEF ا

-.5G�Hأورو'( وا 15د ا �.K ،ا /.?(د L9* +, �H إ>EF&* NO/3 )Gا ا @(NO/3 ،-010 -6 *(آ� . 3= آ� وا>E '.(آ
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English translation: 

 

Man (khaki shirt): Generally, breakfast is at around, for example … some people wake 
up at 8:00, some people wake up at 9:00 a.m.; it is not a fundamental thing. For lunch, 
also, be careful -- for lunch, also, not everyone eats at the same time; it is different from 
Europe and foreign countries.  
 
No … we can eat lunch at 3:00 p.m., we can eat at 4:00 p.m., and, in addition to that, we 
usually have dinner late. In Europe, for example, they have dinner at 6:00 or 7:00 pm. 
Not us -- we can eat around 9:00 p.m. Also, most of our outings … for example, when we 
want to go out somewhere, we go either to the cinema, or to the restaurant … so, we go 
eat out a lot.  And for outings outside, we usually come back home around 
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6:00p.m./7:00p.m., then we start showering and such, until we get dressed and such, and 
then we go out around 9:00 or 10:00 p.m.  We go out to restaurants; we go eat out 
somewhere … I mean … that is how it is.  
 
Woman voice: And you Karine, what do you like to eat or to cook? 
 
Karine (white shirt): Look, I am generally not very voracious, but we are used to eating 
grape leaves, and kobeba,1 the things that are a bit from the Levant. 
 
Woman voice: What are the grape leaves, exactly? 
 
Karine (white shirt): The grape leaves are real leaves of the grape, of the … grape; we 
get it, and then they marinate it in vinegar a little, and then they store it, and after that we 
fill it with rice and red meat, and we roll it, and it looks like small fingers, and we cook it 
with chicken stock -- I mean, it’s something different, Levantine; it’s delicious.  
 
Woman voice: What else did you say? Kobeba? 
 
Karine (white shirt): Yes, the kobeba. 
 
Man (khaki shirt): There is also a very distinctive Egyptian dish, which is the 
molokheya.2 The molokheya is like grass, which is chopped like this, and then blended in 
the mixer, and we make it as a soup. It is a very beautiful thing -- you have to taste it … I 
mean … honestly, with rice … and it is made with rabbit, or with chicken, It is an 
excellent dish.  
 
Woman voice: I mean, in your opinion, what is the Egyptian “national” dish? 
 
Man (khaki shirt): The national dish? Of course the fava beans [ful]3 is a popular dish; 
it’s a great dish.  
 
Karine (white shirt): And the koshari4 also … the koshari is a very popular dish.  
 
Man (khaki shirt): Yes, the koshari …. The koshari is made of rice, with … with … 
pasta …. 
                                                 
1 Also known as kibbe. A type of meatball made of bulgur, onions, minced meat and pine nuts.  
 
2 Molokheya is one of Egypt's national dishes, although it is also eaten in other countries of the 
region. Molokheya is a green soup, and it is served with chicken, rabbit, shrimp, or vegetables, and usually 
eaten with plain rice and flat bread. 
 
3 Ful medames is one of the national dishes of Egypt, eaten at breakfast, lunch, or dinner. It consists of 
round brown beans, which are slow-cooked and can be mashed. Ful medames is usually served with olive 
oil, chopped parsley, onion, garlic, and lemon juice, and typically eaten with Egyptian bread. It is a very 
filling dish and it has lots of proteins, so a lot of people like to eat it during the Muslim fasting month of 
Ramadan or the Christian fasting month of Lent. Egyptians of all social levels love to eat ful all year long. 
4 Koshari is a very popular traditional Egyptian dish. It is made of rice, lentils, chickpeas, pasta, and you 
can add a spicy tomato sauce with onions on top and then mix all together.  
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Karine (white shirt): And lentils …. 
 
Man (khaki shirt): And lentils, and then you put a bit of spices on top of it, and garlic, 
and, I mean, it is a beautiful thing. Naturally, we have the salads, the local green salad, 
and a bit also of the tahinah,5 and baba ghanoush,6 and these delicious things.  
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5 Tehina, or sesame paste, is a paste of ground sesame seeds eaten as a dip, salad, or used in cooking.  

6 Baba ghanoush is a popular Levantine dish of eggplant mashed and mixed with different spices. It is 
usually eaten as a dip or added to other dishes. It has a light beige color.  
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